We need you on the frontlines against hate.

ADL New York/New Jersey’s NextGen Frontline is a one-year renewable membership that offers emerging leaders in their 20s and 30s, a space for community building, learning, activism, and exploration of their relationship to philanthropy. Members will have exclusive opportunities to engage with ADL’s critical work and support the organization’s timeless mission - to stop the defamation of the Jewish people and secure justice and fair treatment to all.

Members of NextGen Frontline receive exclusive benefits:

Exclusive Access:
Along with invitations to important events happening in New York/New Jersey you will receive a discounted invitation to national events like Never Is Now: ADL’s Annual Summit on Antisemitism and Hate.

Insider Briefings:
Learn about the intricate work of ADL with a subscription to the NextGen Quarterly Newsletter. Access insider briefings and calls to action, including those not shared with the broader public.

Personalized Connections:
Participants join an exclusive society/cohort of like-minded individuals committed to combating bias and bigotry. Members are provided educational resources and volunteer opportunities.

Frontline Recognition:
Receive materials and public recognition in appreciation of your commitment to ADL New York/New Jersey.

Make an impact in the fight against antisemitism and hate.

Supporter - $180 (or $15/month)
• Subscription to quarterly ADL NY/NJ NextGen Newsletter
• Invitation to ADL NY/NJ’s Annual Meeting
• Discounted tickets to select ADL events
• Exclusive invitations to insider briefings with ADL experts and community partners
• Invitation to other select ADL NextGen Programs

Protector - $360 (or $30/month)
• All benefits included in the Supporter Level
• ADL Branded gift
• One complimentary ticket to ADL NY/NJ NextGen Event
• Early Registration opportunities for select ADL events

Activist - $500 (or $42/month)
• All benefits included in the Protector Level
• Opportunity to serve on a NY/NJ Regional Board Committee
• Recognition on our NY/NJ Regional Website

To learn more about NextGen Frontline, contact Kelsey Kiser, ADL NY/NJ Associate Director of Development at kkiser@adl.org.